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Preface

The present issue of Annual Report covers the research activities of
the Nuclear Physics Division in the year 1994. The scientific contributions
are classified into three sections :

1. Reaction Mechanisms and Nuclear Structure
2. Experimental Methods and Instrumentation
3. Other Research

Referring to the first section I would like to emphasise the
contribution that gives information about an experimental set-up for
studying high energy gamma rays produced in heavy ion collisions. This set-
up installed on the beam of the Warsaw Cyclotron was built in collaboration
of physicists from Warsaw, Cracow and Swierk. This achievement was
possible thanks to great help of our colleagues from abroad especially from
Sweden and Norway. It is worthwhile to mention that the first experiment
using this apparatus has already been performed and I believe that
interesting physical results will be soon obtained.

In the contribution dealing with the mechanism of fusion-fission
reactions the complete set of data on prescission neutron multiplicities was
analysed. The very long fusion-fission time scale is reported that may
suggest some unexpected properties of hot nuclear matter.

Our permanent interest in gamma rays accompanying heavy ion
reactions is represented by a contribution in which (for the first time)
extremely energetic photons, above the kinematics limit set by the beam and
Fermi motion velocities, has been observed. Reactions at higher energies
are represented by two works, an experimental one in which r|-meson
production cross sections were measured and a theoretical one that deals
with the properties of hot nuclear matter produced in 200 AGeV nucleus-
nucleus collisions.

The nuclear spectroscopy group reports some new information
concerning shell structure of the spherical nuclei. The decay of the I=8+

isomer in strongly neutron deficient 100,102 Q$ w a s studied and the results
were analysed in the framework of a shell model. The wave functions for
many excited states in 208pb w e r e derived from the large set of the
experimental data and interesting information about residual interactions
was obtained.

The electromagnetic properties of some deformed nuclei were
investigated. The 125,127La nuclei were studied using RDM lifetime
measurements and ^XQ and l ^ G d _usmg Coulomb excitation. The
superdeformed states were studied in l^Gd. Three SD bands have been
discovered, one of them shows two band crossing, an effect which was
observed for the first time.



In the second section a new experimental method for determination of
gamma rays polarization is proposed. It seems that this method (PDCO) will
be especially suitable for the modern multidetector systems (e.g.
EUROGAMM II) in which the new generation detectors (CLOVER or
CLUSTER), sensitive to polarization, are used. In this section we also give
a short summary of the activity of the UWIS isotope separator.

In the third section the results of the experimental test of Bell's
inequalities are presented. They agree with quantum mechanics predictions.

The last section of the Annual Report '94 contains information about
seminars held at our Division, a list of our scientific and technical staff, as
well as abstracts of publications that appeared in 1994.

Many of the works presented in this Report are results of the fruitful
cooperation with our colleagues from the foreign and Polish institutes. I
would like to express my wannest thanks to all of them. Thanks are also
due to all members of the Nuclear Physics Division. It is also a pleasure to
acknowledge the financial support from the State Committee for Scientific
Research (KBN).
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